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1 Abstract 
Data and information security are one of the key issues that is persistent with growing 

technology. Data Security becomes the biggest challenge since more and more data are being 

shared and stored across network and the data can be stolen, modified, deleted or accessed by 

illegitimate users. Hence there is a need to secure sensitive data in such a way to alleviate 

threats relating to security and privacy of data. Security acts as a key challenging factor for safe 

storage of data. The proposed research work puts forward the idea of security architecture using 

biometric authentication mechanism and encryption with significant contribution to biometric 

image pre-processing, feature extraction and encryption algorithm. In this thesis research report 

we are going to work on the Cloud Data security and methods to enhance the cloud data security 

through the biometric and encryption authentication system where user can sign up with 

biometric data and after correct login they can upload any file and all files will be uploaded to 

Amazon AWS account in encrypted format and biometric data will also be saved in AWS S3 

bucket in encrypted format. Researcher experimented with 3 different encryption algorithms 

such as AES, RSA and ECC and their performance was evaluated in terms of computation 

time. The results obtained will show us the best possible encryption system that can be used. 

 

Keywords: RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) algorithm, Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

(ECC)algorithm, Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)algorithm, Cloud Computing, Cloud 

Data security, biometric and encryption system. 

 

 
 

2 Introduction 
 

2.1 Background Of Study 

In this research, “background work” we analysed and proposed for the enhancements through 

the biometric and encryption authentication system. In this thesis research report researcher to 

build Cloud Data security enhancements through the biometric and encryption authentication 

system where user can sign up with biometric data and after correct login they can upload any 

file and all files will be uploaded to Amazon in encrypted format and biometric data will also 

be saved in Amazon in encrypted format. Researcher experimented with 3 different encryption 
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algorithms such as AES, RSA and ECC and their performance was evaluated in terms of 

computation time. 

 

 

2.1.1 Cloud Data Security: 

Cloud security is highly essential especially when storage is offered as a service by CSPs 

(khandelwal & Chauhan, 2021). End users store their sensitive data on cloud and due to the 

virtual nature of cloud, users do not know where the data is actually stored. Hence robust 

security controls will enable the CSPs to reassure that the users sensitive data are safe. With 

new security controls introduced, hackers find new ways of breaking security walls. There are 

a number of security measures that are currently implemented in cloud environment to ensure 

safe transaction in cloud. These include data integrity checks for ensuring that the stored data 

is unchanged, data replication for recovery, access control mechanisms, encryption 

mechanisms for data protection etc. (Zhao & Xu, 2022). 

 

2.1.2 Biometric: 

Biometrics refer to body measurements and statistical analysis of human’s physiological and 

behavioural traits (Uhl & Rathgeb, 2021). No two persons have the same biometric traits, thus 

make it highly unique among individuals. Due to its discriminative nature, biometrics are used 

in identification, duplicate checking and verification of individuals which can be applied to 

authentication system, forensic investigations, access control and fraud detection (El- El-

Sofany, 2022). 

There are variety of physiological traits in human body ranging from commonly used 

fingerprints, finger vein etc. to rarely used traits like tongue, ear, retinal scans etc. Behavioural 

traits include signature, gait, speech and keystroke dynamics. 

The proposed research work uses fingerprint biometric traits for security enhancement. The 

below section briefly discusses trait. 

 This is mainly due to that the acquisition process of the biometric feature is minimally 

invasive. Biometrics is the measurement of biological data (Nishiuchi & Soya, 2011), the term 

is commonly used to refer to the recognition of a person by physical characteristics such as 

fingerprint or behavior characteristics as signature and the way they walk. Today biometrics 

has a great scope in criminal, government, and commercial systems (Smith et al., 2018), 

gaining wide acceptance as one of the most effective technologies for people authentication in 

a wide range of informatics applications.  

 The implementation of biometric and encryption system in Cloud as a means of security 

through public or private networks, has generated more concern for the security of the 

biometric data. Analysis made by several authors (Amedzro St-Hilaire, 2020) detected eight 

points of vulnerability in the overall architecture of a biometric system in which it is possible 

to obtain the biometric trait. 
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The vulnerability points in the general architecture of an automatic fingerprint identification, 

which are of interest for this research are those by which it is possible to obtain the minutiae 

template partially or completely. These are: 

1) The of biometric features extractor. 

2) The communication channel between the extractor and the biometrics comparator. 

3) The comparator of biometric features. 

4) The communication channel between the comparator and the biometrics features database. 

5) The biometric database. 

 

2.2 Encryption: 

Encryption is a standard and conventional way of securing data and information. It is a 

technique in which plain text is converted into a different form and stored in a form such that 

anyone who tries to read the data/information cannot do so. This is because the encrypted file 

does not convey the original meaning. 

 

2.3 Research problem 

With cloud computing growing at a faster pace, threats relating to the associated data also 

increases. Data storage in cloud environment is highly vulnerable to theft and leakage. There 

are various instances of data theft, breaking of security walls by hackers despite restricting the 

access by authentication based on passwords and tokens. Such modes of authentication tend to 

be weak. In addition to such weaknesses, there exists a lack of strong interconnection between 

the users and their data. 

In order to address these limitations, there is a need for a comprehensive security solution which 

provides a strong authentication mechanism as well as a highly secured data protection system, 

thus providing a secured environment to end users. 

2.4 Research Question 

1. Why is the verification process required to access the data in the cloud when there is 

massive computation power or load in the cloud network?  

2. How the Data will be secured through the integration of biometric and encryption 

system compared to the normal authentication process when there are security threats 

that should be averted to reassure the users? 

 

2.5 Objective 

 To provide more reliable cloud data security enhancements through Biometrics and encryption 

system. To develop a model which enables the cloud user to store the data in an encrypted 

manner and will be utilizing biometrics for accessing the data. 
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3 Literature Review 
 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter outlined the various research works in the areas of security architectures in cloud 

computing environment, various biometric and encryption systems, Cloud Data security 

enhancements techniques, feature extraction techniques and varied encryption mechanisms. 

 

3.1.1 Important Security issues in the Cloud 

(Wichmann et al., 2021) Brute Force Attacks type of attack consists in guessing a finite set of 

identification characteristics, the sufficient amount to identify a person. Usually, the difficulty 

of performing a brute force attack is expressed in number of operations necessary for 

successfully reconstructing the biometric template. To perform this attack, a randomly 

generated template is sent and the satisfaction criteria is evaluated. This criterion consists in 

checking how many elements of the generated dataset match the elements of the protected 

dataset. The attack ends when the criteria are met, indicating that the security of the model has 

been broken and obtaining a dataset which enables to impersonate a person. 

 

3.1.2 Security Significance 

(khandelwal & Chauhan, 2021) demonstrates the hugeness of security appeared differently 

in relation to various parameters of Cloud Computing. 

(Pattnaik et al., 2022) In January 2010 an investigation charged by Microsoft for assessing 

miens on Cloud Computing which demonstrates 58% of the all group and about 86% of the 

bigger business organizations are basically used for capability of Cloud Computing. 

 

3.1.3 Privacy 

Sharing personal and sensitive information, some privacy protection techniques are proposed 

to solve problems. (Filho & Gonçalves, 2020) presented a modeling language and a novel 

structure with a structured process to address security and privacy barriers. The service 

provider will choose the purpose of the cloud provider. 

 

When client data is adjusted by cloud and it is moved to another nation then they can get 

indistinct issues from delineated already. Close-by specialists could analyze the cloud 

providers in various areas to give the information of the cloud (Swathi & Vani, 2020). 
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We have talked an extraordinary arrangement about the law in the past parts of this segment. 

Regardless of the way that as an affiliation you can have a not too bad organization agreement 

with any cloud supplier as still laws are there which can revoke some thinking. All type of 

people and affiliations are offered suitable registering which make it certain buying and selling 

of data viewing inappropriate acts. The customer records could be focused on its availability 

for specialists when they accept there is basic data put away in the cloud. 

3.1.4 Security dangers 

As there are diverse administrations in distributed computing there are likewise extraordinary 

secure impacts(Filho & Gonçalves, 2020). The first to talk about is the SaaS secure. As we 

probably are aware at this point, with SaaS, organization data goes over the cloud. The 

organization or cloud supplier has a conventional database made reachable to the customer. At 

the point when customers need to acquire data shape, this database they are in charge of an 

application that can extricate it. There are not generally institutionalized organizations made 

accessible for acquiring information from the cloud. In the event that it is made, it is 

customized. This implies it isn't really good with different mists which help in making SaaS 

more secure. Change of data from all the cloud to various associations can be more exorbitant. 

Other type is known as PaaS. A programming interface can be provided to the client. For giving 

cloud programming the clients have to manage their services. This code isn't generally perfect 

with different stages of PaaS. The distinctions in preparing interfaces cause to frame the secure 

in light of the fact that the code should be reworked (Filho & Gonçalves, 2020). 

The last one of three is the IaaS. IaaS considered being more secure as till now no agreements 

have been made. All virtual machines and the product came in cloud as a package which is 

very much helpful in moving services to various mists. Suppliers of cloud don't just center 

around information convey ability for their clients. 

Another renovation in cloud is known as distributed computing and so it can be termed as a 

new hazard(Shawkat et al., 2022). Such things can imply that suppliers of cloud computing 

need to slow down their profession with issues from client side which came from light of cloud. 

Clients can then transfer their data to some other cloud provider with some different 

administration which can be clash and this needs to be revised. Sometimes such things can be 

the cause of client data loss. Against some downtime clients can be upheld. 

Valuable services exhaustion can result into administration inaccessibility for the customer of 

cloud. Such results in their trading are unable to use for a particular measure of time. This off 

base relies upon its kind they are utilizing as a part of the cloud. Is it true that they are utilizing 

center occupation IT over the cloud or not. Another hazard can be classification of data over 

the cloud. This each and every single altogether result on the other hand in monetary, financial 

and reputational misfortunes (Uhl & Rathgeb, 2021). Every one of the dangers that asset 

fatigue conveys to the table additionally represent some mechanical assaults from 

programmers. 

 

In the first place there is the Lock as a result. This implies, in this situation, an association can't 

move its IT around to various specialist organizations. There are no institutional arrangements 

for distributed computing as it is new in the market. Also supplier can add trouble for any user 

to change to some another supplier (khandelwal & Chauhan, 2021). Any customer or user 
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can wind up services of cloud supplier. The customers IT can be pondered if any issue or 

problem will take place. Endeavoring and want to move their data to other cloud supplier can 

be very much expensive which would be impossible. 

 

3.2 Related Work 

In this research work we have presented on Cloud Data security enhancements through the 

biometric and encryption system. 

(Imamverdiyev, 2009) presented a new feature extraction approach from fingerprints. This 

work particularly focused on extracting significant features from low-quality images. The 

technique added moderate noise to amplify a weak signal by using Stochastic resonance. The 

results showed that adding such a small amount of noise enhanced images that were of low-

quality and aided in better extraction of features from such images. 

(Sandhya et al., 2016) proposed a novel user authentication mechanism with fingerprint as the 

validation factor. The features were extracted based on the fingerprint textures by applying 

enhanced local line binary pattern. Probabilistic Neural Network was used for training and 

testing purposes. In addition to proposing a novel feature extraction, this method also attempted 

to salvage the missing portions of finger textures from the trained samples. Sensors supply raw 

picture collected from the individual to be authorized while algorithms related to signal 

processing does extraction of features from actual data while comparing algorithms should 

provide similarity for the data," claims (Merhav, 2019). This concludes the decision-making 

process. Data fusion in multi-modal systems can be broken down into various levels, including 

feature level, score level, sensor level, and decision level. It is essential to examine the network 

in terms of biometric quality because different forms of fusion have varied effects on system 

performance. 

 

(Dhane & Manikandan, 2021) proposed an intelligent cryptography mechanism for 

defending stored data from intruders in a cloud environment. This operated by dividing the 

data and distributing the fragments across cloud environment. This prevented intruders access 

to even partially available data. The experimental results proved that the method was both 

efficient and secured. (Dhane & Manikandan, 2021) proposed a security architecture for safe 

cloud transactions. The authors used one-time password mode of authenticating users. For 

securing communication, AES encryption was employed. This architecture was designed with 

an intent of providing security for all variety of services provided in cloud like SaaS, IaaS and 

PaaS. The results showed that the architecture ensured higher security in data exchange 

process. 

A novel multimodal biometric system was proposed by(Lee et al., 2021)  where four different 

traits viz., fingerprint, finger shape, knuckle points and finger vein were obtained from the 

hands of the users. The four traits were then combined at score level. The results of using four 

different traits with fusion at score level showed a significantly large distance between score 

distribution of users and imposters, in addition to yielding lower error rates. 

In (Haider, Rehman and Ali, 2020), techniques for fusing biometrics and cryptography are 

discussed. Techniques for combining facial, fingerprint, and palm prints are suggested. Score 

They employed normalization in the multimodal biometric systems they deployed. 
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 (Uhl & Rathgeb, 2021) provided a biometric based authentication mechanism for securing 

transactions and communication in cloud environment. In order to protect the sensitive 

biometric templates of users, the acquired templates were further encrypted to alleviate 

problems with theft of templates. Thus, the technique provided mechanism for secured 

transaction using authentication and protection of authentication information. 

(Awasthi, 2022) presented a new fingerprint feature extraction technique that worked by 

tracing ridges during which, information in the context of ridges were collected. This helped 

in better identification of noisy regions. The experimental results revealed that the features 

extracted aid in better classification. 

(El- El-Sofany, 2022) proposed a multiple biometric traits-based authentication on fingerprint 

and iris. Adaptive rank level fusion was employed for dynamic fingerprint and iris recognition. 

(Wang et al., 2022) proposed a secured storage solution in cloud environment. It used encoding 

and forwarding operations on messages that were encrypted, in addition to providing re-

encryption proxy mechanism. It also adopted erasure Coding for protecting the data, where 

data was divided into chunks, encoded and replicated over a distributed environment for safe 

storage. The technique enabled users to store data in cloud in a secured and robust way. 

 

3.3 Literature Survey 

The various sorts of studies are Literature reviews in the written form studies being research 

papers, Studies using Electronic Journals on Cloud Computing has been used during this study.  

3.3.1 Biometric Authentication-Literature Survey 

Biometric authentication validates users based on what they are. These are unique traits of users 

which can be both physiological and behavioral. These are one of the strong and reliable mode 

of authentication (El- El-Sofany, 2022). There are number of advantages in using biometric 

traits like ease of use, difficult to forge, availability of credentials with supplicant and traits are 

highly unique. Unlike passwords, there is no way by which it can be forgotten or lost. These 

are like built-in passwords. To make the authentication mechanism even stronger, multiple 

traits can be acquired from the same user, clubbed and validated based on the traits. Such a 

mechanism is known as multimodal biometric authentication (El- El-Sofany, 2022). 

Multimodal biometric systems are proved to have better accuracy than unimodal systems (Uhl 

& Rathgeb, 2021) and serves as better alternative to other modes of authentication (Hossain 

and Al Hasan, 2020). 

 

Biometric authentication works by acquiring the biometric traits from users during registration 

and storing the template (Manikandan, 2022). At the time of authentication, the user provided 

traits are compared with the stored templates. This is done by applying pattern recognition and 

matching algorithms. If the trait matches with the template, then requested access is allowed, 

else access is denied. 
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3.3.2 Encryption Algorithms- Literature Survey 

(Wan, 2020) came up with a modified AES algorithm that could be applied to both text and 

images. The original AES algorithm’s number of iterations were increased to 16. For rounds 1 

to 15, the input plain text and keys were XORed, followed by substitution of bytes, shifting 

rows and mixing columns. For the final round, all operations excepting mixing columns were 

performed. The results proved that the modified AES algorithm, though increased the number 

of rounds, time it took to perform encryption was negligibly higher than that of original AES 

algorithm. 

(Dhane & Manikandan, 2021) proposed a secured encryption algorithm that generated keys 

using genetic algorithm techniques. Genetic algorithm was employed to generate random 

numbers which serve as keys. The advantage of this was that these randomly generated number 

keys using genetic algorithm did not repeat and remained unique. 

 

3.3.3 Cancellable Templates-Literature Survey 

In (Sandhya et al., 2016) another approach of the cancellable templates model for protecting 

fingerprint minutiae templates is described. In this approach the analysis is performed in the 

domain of the extracted features and not in the signal domain. For the encryption of features is 

used a one-way function or non-invertible function, with the one-to-many property. The 

alignment process is performed by detecting the parabolic and triangular symmetry associated 

to the singular points of the fingerprint. 

This pattern consists in a repeated and intentional distortion of the biometric signal based on a 

transformation (Manikandan, 2022). The transformation has the fundamental property of non-

invertibility of data. This type of transformation can be applied in both the domain of the signal 

and the extracted features of the biometric feature. The procedure for the transformation 

involves mapping the original characteristics S into S’ so that it cannot be recovered S from S’. 

The function used to map the biometric features has the property of one to many and various 

functions can be used to perform the transformation of the other two components of a minutiae 

(y, σ). 

 

3.3.4 Cryptographic Security-Literature Survey 

The model proposed in (Liu et al., 2019) is composed by two methods, an encoding method 

and a decoding method of the fuzzy vault. The procedure performed to encode the biometric 

data is to create a generalized Reed-Solomon key word, representing the secret (along with the 

corresponding polynomial p where k represents the coefficients of the polynomial) (Agrawal 

et al., 2022). The X coordinates corresponding to the original data set A are evaluated at p ← 

k. To hide the result of this operation, a set of garbage points or mockery spots are generated 

in the way (x, y) and mixed randomly. As premised, in the generation of garbage points, they 

should be selected in the way that do not to intersect in set A or the polynomial p. The method 

for decoding data contained in a fuzzy vault takes as input the sample set B at the vault Va and 

consists in determining the codeword encoding the secret k. If successful, the secret k is 

obtained as a result, which must be equal the original if the test set B is similar to the original 

set A.  
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According to several authors (Mahmood & Tabassum, 2021) the cryptographic security of 

this model is based on the computational difficulty of solving the problem of reconstructing 

the polynomial and the number of garbage points that are added to mask the original points. 

In (Mahmood & Tabassum, 2021) an implementation of fuzzy vault model is performed and 

its cryptographic security is calculated using a key of 144 bits, of which 128 are used for 

encryption and 16 for code error correction. This attack aims to identify genuine points and 

garbage points inside the vault, to find a polynomial interpolation to obtain the original data. 

To consider a successful attack on a vault with 18 original points and 200 garbage points, is 

estimated that an average of 5.3 × 1010 attempts are required to find the amount of original 

points for a positive comparison.  

An image is sent to the model as input to construct a 64-bit key in (Muttaqin and Rahmadoni 

,2020) Generation of Biometric Key for Use in DES (2020). Using the binarization approach, 

the key is derived from the thinning of the image. The fingerprint may be improved further, 

and a variety of additional biometric information can be used to create the system with the 

highest level of security. It is suggested to use an efficient strategy or a generating 

cryptographic system. 

 

(Agrawal et al., 2022) This protection method was proposed to perform the encryption 

fingerprint minutiae templates. The authors propose that the method has a security level of 85 

bits for a system with strong personal entropy. To validate this level of security, they argue that 

to unlock a fuzzy vault is necessary to answer 29 questions out of 32 that were properly insured 

originally. This means, in biometric terms, that out of 32 minutiae that are in the original set, 

29 have to compare positively with the sample set. Given that this protection method is 

proposed for applications that do not contain a high number of users, then the main problem is 

the amount of data to be compared by the comparison method. This causes the cryptographic 

security model to be variable, depending on the amount of comparison data. For example, the 

worst scenario would be finding a match of 1 in 6 million records. In this example, the security 

of the method is estimated to be 33 strength bits because it depends on the interpolation of a 

set of original features in the vault. 

(Pranav & Dutta, 2022) This model is a cryptographic construction based on fuzzy 

compromise proposed in (Pranav & Dutta, 2022). It is a biometric crypto-system designed to 

perform encryption of disorderly sets. The fuzzy vault model, first proposed in (Agrawal et 

al., 2022), was conceived as an encryption method tolerant to fault. 
 
 

3.4 Literature Review Matrix 

 

Literature Summary 
(El- El-Sofany, 2022) Biometric authentication validates users based on what they are. 

These are unique traits of users which can be both physiological and 
behavioral. 

(Wan, 2020) AES algorithm that could be applied to both text and images. The 
original AES algorithm’s number of iterations were increased to 16. 
For rounds 1 to 15, the input plain text and keys were XORed, 
followed by substitution of bytes, shifting rows and mixing 
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columns. The results proved that the modified AES algorithm, 
though increased the number of rounds, time it took to perform 
encryption was negligibly higher than that of original AES 
algorithm. 

(Dhane & 
Manikandan, 2021) 

Intelligent cryptography mechanism for defending stored data from 
intruders in a cloud environment. This operated by dividing the data 
and distributing the fragments across cloud environment. This 
prevented intruders access to even partially available data. Genetic 
algorithm was employed to generate random numbers which serve 
as keys. 

(Mahmood & 
Tabassum, 2021) 

The cryptographic security of this model is based on the 

computational difficulty of solving the problem of reconstructing 

the polynomial and the number of garbage points that are added to 

mask the original points. 

(Filho & Gonçalves, 
2020) 

Presented a modelling language and a novel structure with a 
structured process to address security and privacy barriers. 

(Sandhya et al., 
2016) 

Cancellable templates model for protecting fingerprint minutiae 

templates is described. In this approach the analysis is performed in 

the domain of the extracted features and not in the signal domain. 

The alignment process is performed by detecting the parabolic and 

triangular symmetry associated to the singular points of the 

fingerprint. 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Research Methodology 
 

4.1 Research Method and Specification 

Proposed System 

Proposed architecture of biometric and encryption system 

Security Architecture 

 

 

The proposed security architecture secures data by ensuring safety at two levels viz., 

authentication and data. At the authentication level, the data is secured by allowing access only 

to genuine users and denying access to imposters (El- El-Sofany, 2022). 

At the second level, data is secured by storing it in encrypted form, thus making the data 

unavailable to imposters. The integration factor of level 1 and level 2 is the crypto keys. The 

keys generated from multimodal features obtained at level I are used for encryption of data at 

level II. 

Encryption algorithms use keys to encrypt and decrypt data. Encryption keys form the core for 

encrypting and decrypting data. For a known algorithmic procedure, it becomes easy to break 

the cipher text and get plain text if one manages to gain knowledge on the keys. Hence, a 
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complex algorithmic encryption procedure coupled with unique and complex encryption keys 

make encryption extremely secure and hacker resistant. 

As biometric traits are highly unique, usage of multiple modalities further increases uniqueness 

to the combination of traits. Keys for encrypting the cloud data are generated from these fused 

biometric traits and hence possibility of repetition of keys for encryption is very less. This 

makes the attempt to decrypt the files without having access to keys, highly complex. The 

proposed architecture and the Proposed system is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. 

 
 

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Proposed System or Flowchart 
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Feature Extraction 

Most biometric systems have applications in forensic and verification systems. In forensic 

systems, fingerprints are used for identifying culprits in criminal activities. Verification 

systems include comparing the sample obtained from users with previously registered samples. 

For this purpose, it is essential to extract features from biometric images in a precise way. In 

any recognition system, feature extraction process plays a vital role (Lee et al., 2021) since the 

extracted features are used in matching the acquired traits with the registered traits. 

Performing feature extraction on a pre-processed image results in features that are significant, 

thus, contributing to better accuracy of classification of a sample. Features are extracted based 

on number of parameters like texture, shape, contours etc. The choice of the technique depends 

on the outcome of applying the technique (Bucur & Miclea, 2021). 

Amazon: Amazon Web Services which include the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Amazon 

Simple Storage Service (S3), and so on which give its client an exceptionally adaptable 

processing stage with more adaptability and accessibility  

 

4.2 Research Design 

4.2.1 Encryption  

Encryption phase is used to transform plain text into cipher text and the corresponding 

decryption algorithm is used to convert cipher text into its respective plain text. The encryption 

process of the Pisces algorithm starts with input whitening, followed by sixteen rounds of 

Feistel cipher and ends with output whitening, the result of which is the cipher text. Within the 

sixteen-rounds, S-Box, Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) and Pseudo Hadamard 

Transformation (PHT) functions are carried out. In one single cycle, i.e., for every two rounds 

of Feistel Cipher, every bit of the given plain text is modified once. 

 

 

4.2.2 Encryption Algorithms 

The core of any encryption algorithm is key. Key and plain text become the input to the 

encryption algorithm. Encryption algorithms are of two types based on the type of keys used 

viz., symmetric key algorithm and asymmetric key algorithm. 

In asymmetric encryption technique (Dhane & Manikandan, 2021), the sender encrypts with 

a key known as the public key and the receiver decrypts with another key called private key. 

Thus, two different keys are used. This type of algorithm is also known as public key 

encryption. 

 

4.2.3 Encryption Keys 

The central principle of encryption is the encryption key used to perform the operation.  
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4.3 Scope Of the Research 

 

The targeted users of the proposed research work include users who opt for data storage and 

retrieval in cloud. The users would also cover service providers who provide data storage 

services in cloud. Among various services available in cloud, the scope is limited to cloud users 

who avail services for storing data. 

4.4 Implementation 

Samples of the biometric or fingerprint images are taken from the available database. 

4.4.1 Biometric Key Generation 

The fingerprint image is first processed to extract the fingerprint's key details. The accessibility 

of affordable, portable stable scanners and the availability of significant fingerprint similarities 

are two crucial factors in the use of these identification techniques. In our research paper, we 

are accepting only fingerprint image as the biometric input. Fingerprint image is considered a 

better authentication process during login because it is a unique, biometric characteristic that 

can be easily and quickly scanned. Additionally, it is difficult to forge or replicate a fingerprint, 

making it a secure method of identifying an individual. Fingerprint authentication is also 

convenient as it eliminates the need for users to remember and enter a password, reducing the 

risk of password-related security breaches. The proposed research aims to utilize fingerprints 

as a means of improving security. The use of fingerprints is preferred as the method of 

collecting this biometric information is non-invasive. 

 

4.4.2 Biometric Properties 

To properly compare a biometric with a previously stored trait, the following biometric 

attributes must be preserved. 

• Biometrics ability to maintain consistency over a long length of time is known as 

invariance. 

• The biometric template's ability to be measured quickly determines Measurability as 

well as Timeliness. 

• The trait of biometrics being distinctive is referred to as Singularity. 

• Reducibility - The ability of biometrics to be smaller so that storage is simple. 

• Reliability - The biometric must be accurate, and the individual's privacy shouldn't be 

compromised. 

 

In the proposed work the fingermatch service is run so as to when the user sign ups with a 

fingerprint, the minutiae extraction points are collected through the fingermatch service. The 

keys are generated providing the level of security. When the user tries to login to the system, 
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these extraction points help in matching the correct fingerprint to authenticate the user. Java is 

used in order to run this service. Respective jars and libraries are downloaded. The Fingermatch 

service is run to match the biometric for sign up and signing in. It is as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Fingermatch service started 

 

A user gives the system with biometric samples during the registration step. To create the key, 

two samples are now used, and a third (belonging from different modality) is utilized to verify 

the user. The following procedures are carried out during the enrolment phase. Figure 4. shows 

the registration phase where sensor gathers the biometric information and Preprocessed data is 

used to extract features. The biometric template is used to create a cryptographic key after the 

two biometrics have been combined. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.4 Registration Phase 

 

The verification process begins with the user providing three biometric samples, which are then 

translated to an encryption key. Biometric images are used to create the generated 

encrypted keys and cancellable biometric pattern. The key is withheld if the encrypted 

key doesn't replicate the one in the memory unit, and the user is required to resubmit his 

biometric data. A similarity score is determined between the resulted cancellable biometric 

data and with the one identified in the look-up database corresponding to the encrypted key if 

a matching key is identified. This will authenticate or provide access to the user to login into 

the system. 
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Authentication is only given if  

• Biometric image is matched with the encrypted key found in the look-up table. 

• Similarity score is above or matching the predefined limit. 

 

Figure 5 shows the error if the biometric image doesn’t match during the login. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Login error when there is mismatch in the biometric Image chosen. 

 

 

 

5 Evaluation 
 

 

 
Figure 6. Computation Time graph on Comparison of cryptographic AES,RSA and 

ECC algorithms 

 

As shown in Figure 6 the encrypted format of the file uploaded is displayed on ‘Computation 

Time Graph’. In the above comparison graph x-axis represents algorithm names and y-axis 

represents Computation time of those algorithms in Milli Seconds. We experimented with 3 
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different encryption algorithms such as AES, RSA and ECC and their performance was 

evaluated in terms of computation time and depending on the size of the file uploaded. 

5.1 Experiment/Case study 

To test the application, we shall login safely using biometrics. After the data is being uploaded 

to the cloud, the file is checked to determine if it was correctly encrypted. The uploaded file 

should be uploaded to the AWS S3 bucket of the user account that is linked with the Secret 

access key. 

 

In Case Study 1, the text document (.txt file) source file that needs to be uploaded to the cloud 

storage service is analyzed.   After decrypting the file, the decryption's success is verified. The 

Encrypted text file as shown in the Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Encrypted Text file 

The uploaded file will get into Amazon S3 bucket as shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. File uploaded to AWS S3 bucket. 

 

The decrypted file after downloading will be as shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Decrypted Text file. 

 

Similarly the experiment was carried out on different file type(.jpg/.png) and on different file 

sizes and the observations were recorded. It is found that in this experiment, the AES 

encryption algorithm has an upper hand over the other two algorithms RSA and ECC in terms 

of the computation time. AES encryption method takes less time compared to other two 

encryption methods.  

Initially we tested with a text file of 16kb as the code was running on local. If the size of the 

file is more(>100kb), then it would take more time to get encrypted. I have tested for 

different file types (img, png, pdf, docs, txt) and different file sizes (up to 1 MB) and the 

encryption works well with these set of algorithms. However, the system is scalable when it 

is on cloud environments. The fingerprint image uploaded during the sign up are about 70kb 

and this fingerprint image would be uploaded to AWS S3 bucket in order to verify the login 

process. I also uploaded an image file of more than 90kb and checked the results and 

encryption algorithms were working fine. The algorithms would display different 

computation times based on the different file types and file size that are uploaded to the 

cloud. The key pairs have been imported in the java files for different algorithms and their 

files.  

For example – In AES encryption, the following libraries are imported to get the keypair. 

import javax.crypto.KeyGenerator; 

import javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec; 

import javax.crypto.Cipher; 

import javax.crypto.SecretKey; 

 

5.2 Analysis 
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5.2.1 Results And Discussion 

This research covers design of biometric and encryption system protocol, algorithms and 

methodologies. The very first application was the secure storage of biometric images which 

includes fingerprint images.  

 

To develop an encryption algorithm to make the communication is secure one to use of genetic 

algorithm in stream cipher to reduce the cost and time to encrypt the information with increased 

security.  

The algorithm is evaluated by using the sample input and varying keys that differ by 1 bit. An 

input string is encrypted using a key and cipher text is generated. The same input with another 

key that differs from the previous key is again used to encrypt the text. Avalanche effect is thus 

calculated by finding the difference in the number of bits that are flipped in both the outputs. 

Authentication and security is required very much to enable the person to gain access to a 

private and confidential data. The biometric techniques can be used for the authenticity of a 

person. The security of these biometric traits can be achieved through cryptography 

(Shirgaonkar et al., 2022). Generation of attribute based relative key for the stream cipher 

encryption to improve the security of the information. Generation of different encryption key 

for the session based service oriented flow estimated key selection approach. (Anon & Tyagi, 

2021) The non-biased group proposed privacy with a plan for securing signatures. It provides 

anonymous access to various services and cloud environment servers. This ensures the integrity 

and accuracy of the spreading data using AES symmetric gravity.  If a user was found, there 

was something wrong with the services, and his access was canceled by a manager. We have 

compared the performance of the encryption algorithms. The AES encryption algorithm has an 

upper hand over the other two algorithms RSA and ECC in terms of the computation time. 

AES encryption method takes less time compared to other two encryption methods.  

 

5.3 Contributions: Research achievements and achieved results. 

 

Contribution of the Research 

 

There are two spectrums of security requirement in cloud environment viz., one from service 

providers’ end and the other from the users’ end. This requirement is addressed in the proposed 

research work. 

The objective Cloud Data security enhancements through the biometric and encryption system 

is achieved by providing an architecture for authentication of users and a method for securely 

storing user’s data. 

Data and information possess important characteristics which are essential for ensuring security 

(Abdul et al., 2017). There are five important characteristics, viz., availability, accuracy, 

authenticity, confidentiality and integrity (Filho & Gonçalves, 2020). 

Availability: The stored data should be accessible by authorized users without any difficulty. 

In addition to availability, the data should also be in a format that is required. 
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Accuracy: The data that is stored should be error-free when retrieved. The accuracy aspect of 

data is lost if the data retrieved varies grossly with the stored data. 

Authenticity: The data that is accessed should be the original one. The retrieved data should 

be free from any fabrication. 

Integrity: The data that is stored should remain unchanged and unmodified and should be 

complete. Any minute modification will result in loss of integrity of data. 

Confidentiality: The data is considered to be confidential when the stored data is protected 

from unauthorized access. This can be further ensured by laying down strict access control and 

access rights policy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Conclusion 
 

In this thesis research report researcher to build Cloud Data security enhancements through the 

biometric and encryption authentication system where user can sign up with biometric data and 

after correct login they can upload any file and all files will be uploaded to Amazon in 

encrypted format and biometric data will also be saved in Amazon S3 bucket in encrypted 

format. Researcher experimented with 3 different encryption algorithms such as AES, RSA 

and ECC and their performance was evaluated in terms of computation time. 
 
The following is a succinct summary of the work's primary contributions: 

• It is suggested to use fingerprints as a biometric with effective fusion and a reliable 
key mechanism. 

• A safe framework with 0% erroneous acceptance rate and privacy for biometric 
templates is suggested. 

• It is advised to use secure file uploading and downloading methods when using the 
cloud. 
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